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Claimant represented by the HONORABLE KRISTOPHER
RAMSFIELD, Attorney at Law, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE E. DIANE
GRAHAM, Attorney at Law, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed August 1, 2014.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

1. The stipulations agreed to by
the parties at the prehearing
conference conducted on
February 19, 2014, and
contained in a pre-hearing
order filed March 13, 2014, are
hereby accepted as fact.

2. That the claimant has failed to prove by
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a preponderance of the evidence that he
sustained a compensable injury on or
about July 9, 2012.

3. That the claimant has failed to prove by
a preponderance of the evidence that he
is entitled to any medical treatment in
this matter.

4. That the claimant has failed to prove by
a preponderance of the evidence that he
is entitled to any temporary total
disability benefits.

5. That the claimant has failed to prove by
a preponderance of the evidence that his
attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee
in this matter.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review

of the entire record herein and it is our opinion that

the Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by

a preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full

Commission on appeal.
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                   
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the record in this

claim, I must dissent from the majority opinion. The

claimant sought benefits for an injury on July 9, 2012,

which the Administrative Law Judge denied. The claimant

testified that he worked for Tyson for eighteen and one-

half years.

The claimant had an MRI for left-sided back

and abdominal pain in 2000 which showed no disc

herniation or other findings and was normal.

The claimant was injured on July 9, 2012. He

had been mounting a truck tire on a wheel, and he used

his right knee to get the first bead on the wheel. It

was unusual, because his knee felt bad after he did it.

He had pain and then a sensation of warm water running
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down his leg, from his buttock to his toes. He reported

this to his leadman. The leadman did not follow up on

it. The claimant kept working. The claimant testified

that aches and pains, bumps and bruises were normal in

his work environment. They were something that employees

just worked through. He thought that his pain after

mounting the tire would ease up, as other aches and

pains had done before. In fact, when the claimant

reported the injury to the nurse on September 4, 2012,

they had to look up what date he had actually mounted a

tire, and from the nurse’s reports, it appears that in

the eight weeks prior to September 4, 2012, he only

mounted a tire once.

The claimant testified that if he reported an

injury, his whole team would lose their safety bonus,

which was about $800 before taxes. The claimant

testified that there was pressure not to report injuries

because of that bonus, but he did not recall any

specific conversation with anyone about it.

The claimant underwent a cervical x-ray due to

pain in his neck on July 27, 2012, which showed

degenerative joint changes with narrowing of the disc

spaces at L2-3 and C3-4. He reported severe pain in his
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neck, lower back and right knee, according to Dr.

Marshall’s records. He had pain for several years, but

in the prior three weeks it had increased and was

“really bad.” He had pain on palpation at C4-5. The

diagnosis was degenerative joint disease of the cervical

spine, for which he was given an anti-inflammatory

medication. He was also diagnosed with radiculopathy

down both arms, osteoarthritis of the right knee and

diffuse joint pain. The claimant testified that he did

not know why Dr. Marshall focused on the claimant’s

neck, because he never had neck pain.

On August 31, 2012, the claimant saw Dr.

Thompson, a chiropractor, with complaints fo pain in his

buttock, hip joint, into his leg, pins and needles in

his leg, and numbness in his leg and foot, all on the

right. He did not mark neck problems on his intake

paperwork. The claimant was diagnosed with low back and

neck pain.

On September 4, 2012, the claimant presented

to the company nurse. She noted the following:

Reports he has had right leg pain. Reports he
saw Dr. Marshall first and took an anti-
inflammatory medication for 4 weeks. Reports
that did not really help so he called back and
she called in a prescription for pain
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medication, 90 pills. TM [team member] reports
he does not take pain medication. Reports the
guys in the truck shop told him to see a
chiropractor. Reports he went to Dr. Thompson
in Ozark, last week, on Thursday, and he felt
like it did some good at first stating “I felt
like I was 17 again,” but thinks that now the
sharp pain in his leg and behind his knee is
worse.  TM reports the chiropractor did not do
any x-rays and “popped everything” for him.
OHN [occupational health nurse] questioned if
TM remember[ed] doing anything to cause pain.
TM reports that all he can think of is that he
was in the Tire Bay about 6 weeks ago putting
a tire onto the wheel, he does not remember an
actual pain, but remembers thinking “I hit
that pretty hard, harder than I normally do.”
TM when he sits he is okay, but when he gets
up to walk around is when it hurts again. TM
reports 2 days after the tire back on he
remembers that he “hobbled around” but thought
he was okay. Then 2 weeks later he had sharp
pains that woke him up and he could not sleep
all night. Reports the pain is an 8-9 on a
scale of 0-10 when walking. But he can
tolerate the pain when sitting. Reports the
pain is sometimes in his right hip, but also
normally at the back of his knee and calf, on
the lateral side of his right leg. TM reports
after taking the anti-inflammatory medications
he felt like he was not better and that was
when he went to the chiropractor 2 weeks
later. OHN explained that with this timeline
that it was possibly 8 weeks ago. TM reports
he does not know when or what date itwas when
he was putting the tire back on. TM reports he
does not want to be off work, have light duty,
and does not want to miss work to go to the
doctor. OHN asked if TM wants her to take him
to the doctor. TM reports yes and that he just
wants the pain to go away. OHN questioned if
TM had a specific pain when mounting tire. TM
reports he did not have a specific pain, but
does not know what else he could have done to
cause this. He does not recall anything
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happening at home either.

The claimant testified that he had a great

deal of pain in his right leg when he went to see the

company nurse. The nurse had the appropriate paperwork

completed and began an investigation. It was determined

that on July 9, 2012, the claimant worked mounting a

tire at 16:09 pm. The claimant noted on his statement of

injury that he did not immediately report the injury,

because “we always have pain and that’s not reported.”

On September 11, 2012, the claimant returned

to the nurse, to see if his case had been reviewed,

because his pain was worsening. The nurse spoke to the

adjustor who stated that the claim was denied because he

did not report any injury to the claimant’s neck back or

right knee to his doctor. On September 13, the claimant

was informed that his claim was denied. 

On September 19, 2012, the claimant saw Dr.

Graves as a new patient with low back and leg pain, who

noted:

about six weeks ago when he was at work, he
was mounting a tire, and when they mount these
tires on these big 18-wheelers they kind of
get down and push the tire with their right
knee. He says the next day his leg was sore
around the knee area and has gradually gotten
worse since. He did go see Dr. Marshall for
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this worker’s compensation, and apparently he
has been released. They do not feel like the
problems he is having now really has anything
to do with worker’s compensation, and that is
why he is here to see me. He was given
Naprosyn and Ultram, but it did not help. He
states he never had any swelling of the knee.
He said Dr. Marhsall did plane x-rays of his
neck. He is not for sure why. He said he never
did have any neck pain, and he did bring in
some lab studies, but I am not for sure why
she did these with the symptoms he was
having... The patient states the pain in his
leg is not as bad if he is walking, but when
he stops he gets a shooting pain down the leg
and the numbness. He stats last night it
bothered him all night long, and he could not
sleep well because of it. He states he has not
missed work because of this.

The claimant reported right low back pain with

pain down the right buttock, posterior right leg, and

into the back calf. He had some numbness. Dr. Graves

assessed right lower back pain with sciatica with pain

down the leg into the calf with numbness and prescribed

a course of steroids with a muscle relaxer. An MRI was

planned.

On October 5, 2012, the claimant returned to

Dr. Graves, who was unable to get the MRI approved. The

claimant continued to have low back pain all the way

into his calf. He had discomfort rising from his chair

and a positive straight leg raise test on the right. Dr.

Graves adjusted his medication and planned to attempt
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approval of the MRI again. The claimant declined

physical therapy.

On November 7, 2012, the claimant returned to

Dr. Graves with some increased pain, especially in his

leg. Dr. Graves planned physical therapy and maintained

his prescriptions.

On November 12, 2012, the claimant presented to the

emergency room with back pain with onset one and one-

half months ago.

At the initial physical therapy evaluation on

November 9, 2012, the claimant reported:

that his low back pain began about 2.5 months
ago when he was mounting a big truck tire at
work. The pain radiated down into his right
lower extremity below his knee, into his calf
and anterior tibia area. He does report that
he did see a chiropractor afterwards which
helped for just a few minutes, then the pain
returned. He did eventually begin getting
better over the next couple of months, but
just last Tuesday he was lifting a hood off of
a big truck at work and his back went out
again. It is now radiating into his low leg
severely...

The claimant had been pain-free prior to two

and one-half months ago. The therapist observed that the

claimant had an antalgic gait and that he kept pressure

off of his right side. He had a right sacral rotation,
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evident by a deeper left sulcus. His left ASIS was

higher than his right.  He walked with a flexed truck

with decreased weightbearing on the right and decreased

push-off on the right.

An MRI on November 16, 2012 showed a large

right paracentral disc protrusion at L4-5. 

On November 21, the claimant was given Norco,

because of his pain. He was referred to Dr. Mason.

Dr. Mason saw the claimant on January 8, 2013,

and noted that the claimant hurt his back while changing

a tire at work. He saw Dr. Marshall, then Dr. Graves. He

could not get the insurance company to pay for an MRI,

so he paid for it himself. He had significant pain.  He

had been unable to work since November 6.  He had

discomfort with flexion, extension and rotation. He had

a positive straight leg raise on the right. He had low

back pain that radiated to his right leg, with numbness,

tingling and burning to his big toe, with some decreased

sensation in his foot. The MRI showed a disc herniation

at L4-5 on the right with a fragment that has extruded,

compressing the right L5 nerve root. The MRI findings

correlated well with the clinical findings. Dr. Mason

recommended a right L4-5 epidural steroid injection. He
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noted that, because the problem had been present since

July, the injection may not help, in which case an L4-5

right laminotomy/discectomy would be required. Dr. Mason

stated that, based upon the history provided, the tire

incident caused his herniation.

Dr. Rosenzweig performed a lumbar epidural

steroid injection at L4-5, on February 21, March 7, and

April 24, 2013. The first two injections resulted in

some relief, although he had new symptoms of a warm-

water sensation and vibration in his right leg. His

right calf was one centimeter smaller than his left

calf. There was a positive root tension finding with a

positive Lasegue’s maneuver and slump. The diagnosis was

disk herniation with evidence of radiculopathy, and the

third injection as well as a trial of anti-inflammatory,

muscle relaxer and neuropathic medications were

prescribed.

The claimant returned to Dr. Rosenzweig on May

7, 2013, who noted his current flare of symptoms due to

the last injection and his mixed results with

conservative treatment. The claimant hoped to avoid

surgery, so medication was continued, and an exercise

program was added. 
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On May 28, 2013, the claimant returned with no

improvement. He was given a course of steroids and a

muscle relaxer. In regard to Dr. Rosenzweig’s notes, he

wrote the following clarification:

In review of my dictation from the office
visit with Mr. Ashlock on May 28, 2013, there
appear[] to be 2 critical errors, with regard
to the actual details of the office visit, and
the transcription. There is a level of quality
control, but obviously the scrutiny needs to
go to a higher level, other than looking for
typographical errors, especially with regard
to workers’ compensation claims.

The question of whether Mr. Ashlock was
working was generated from the first error on
the transcription. Instead of the word “work,”
this should have been “walk.” During an office
visit, the patient initially visits with
either a nurse or medical assistant for the
triage portion, reporting the patient’s
physical complaints, or other pertinent
details.  After this triage takes place, I
then examine and visit with the patient.
Rhonda Olson, medical assistant, was the
intake coordinator for Mr. Ashlock, on the
date in question, May 28, 2013. Rhonda’s
handwritten note states, “has been trying to
walk.” During translation of the dictation,
apparently this was transcribed as “work.” Mr.
Ashlock has never reported any other
employment to me, other than his 19 years at
Tysons, which apparently ended for him
November 2012.

The second correction that has been made to
the dictation for the office visit May 28,
2013, was in the physical exam portion. Under
the “Examination” section, instead of reading
that he had symmetric girth, the correction
should be, “he has symmetric girth at the
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thigh, but the right calf is noted to be 2 cm
smaller than the left.” These measurements
were recorded during my physical exam. The
last sentence was omitted, and obviously
mentioned and recommended throughout the last
several dictate office notes, but was added,
“Return to Dr. Mason for surgical
consideration.”

Upon receiving your letter, my staff dissected
Mr. Ashlock’s chart and attempted to locate
any previous lumbar spine MRI, that Mr.
Ashlock might have had, prior to the lumbar
spine MRI from November 16, 2012, performed at
Johnson Regional Medical Center. We were faxed
a report from the same facility, which I will
attach, dated September 7, 2000. This 2000
lumbar spine MRI appears to be normal,
indicating there was no direct evidence of any
disc herniation or other acute intracanalicur
process.

I will also attach the signed form you have
provided, indicating that it is my medical
opinion that Mr. Ashlock did sustain a work-
related injury on or about July 8, 2012, which
is/was the major cause of his need for medical
treatment and any resulting disability.

During an office visit, the information that
is relayed to me, from the patient, along with
my physical examination and years of training,
as well as any pertinent medical records,
which can consist of previous treating
physicians or diagnostic testing, is the basis
of which my opinions are formed.  I do believe
that Mr. Ashlock sustained a legitimate work-
related injury, on or about July 9, 2012,
which all conservative treatment to date has
failed, and is most likely a surgical
candidate, with objective findings on the 2012
lumbar spine MRI, that do correlate with his
subjective findings. I have recommended that
Mr. Ashlock return to Dr. Mason, neurosurgeon,
for definitive surgical treatment, of this
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very symptomatic disc herniation.

Dr. Rosenzweig attached a statement prepared

by respondents’ counsel that his opinion was based upon

the claimant’s history.

The claimant saw Dr. Kuykendall on July 1,

2013 as a new patient, for his back. His diagnosis was

degenerative disc disease, herniated nucleus pulposus

and disc displacement without myelopathy. His Gabapentin

prescription was increased, and Mobic was continued.

The claimant returned to Dr. Rosenzweig on

July 23, 2013, with continued problems, including pain

and “drop attacks.”  He had been terminated. His leg

pain was worse than his back pain. He had give-way

sensations and several falls. His right leg was smaller

than his left. Dr. Rosenzweig planned an MRI and

probably surgery.

On August 18, 2013, Dr. Rosenzweig wrote that

the claimant had a large eccentric disc herniation with

radiculitis for which he had conservative treatment with

epidural steroid injections and a variety of

conservative treatment including medication, therapeutic

exercise, convalescence and time. The claimant’s first

choice was not surgery, but Dr. Rosenzweig planned an
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MRI to clarify his status and to make a prognosis. After

a year without improvement and if he had a treatable

pathology, Dr. Rosenzweig felt that he needed to return

to Dr. Mason to explore surgery.

Dr. Mason saw the claimant on January 28,

2014, and observed his worsened condition. He had

weakness in his right foot with diffuse decreased muscle

mass in his leg, and hypersensitivity involving the L5

nerve root. Dr. Mason recommended an MRI. Dr. Mason

stated that he needed treatment. He suspected that the

disc herniation was still present, which would require

surgical intervention in the form of a laminotomy and

discectomy. 

The MRI was performed on March 4, 2014, and

showed a disc bulge with rightward prominence at L4-5

which may impinge upon the right L4 nerve root after it

exits the neural foramen. On the same date, Dr. Mason

stated that the claimant had right L5 nerve root

symptoms since his injury in July 2012, with a great

deal of back and leg pain as well as difficulty walking

and finding a comfortable position. A right L4-5

laminotomy and diskectomy was recommended. He was

cautioned that he might have residual neurological
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deficit as a result of the long-term compression of the

nerve root.

Dr. Mason wrote on March 17, 2014 that “based

upon some objective medical findings and within a

reasonable degree of medical certainty, it is my opinion

that Arnold Ashlock sustained a work-related injury on

or about [July 9, 2012] which was the major cause of the

patient’s need for medical treatment and any resulting

disability.” On March 18, 2014, Dr. Mason clarified that

his “medical records, chart, and narratives regarding

the above patient are supported by objective findings

and are stated within a reasonable degree of medical

certainty.” Dr. Rosenzweig made the same statements on

March 21, 2014. On April 17, 2014, Dr. Mason completed a

form stating that his opinion that the claimant’s disk

herniation occurred in July 2012 at work was based upon

the history provided by the claimant.

The claimant has satisfied all the elements of

compensability. While the date of injury was not

immediately clear to the claimant, because the initial

injury was not so dramatic to make him believe it was

more than the aches and pains caused by heavy work that

normally resolved on their own. Once he realized that he
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had a true injury, he reported it and was able to

pinpoint the date of injury. The claimant’s report to

Dr. Marshall that he had significant knee pain beginning

three weeks prior to the July 27 visit is consistent

with the July 9 incident. The claimant was able to work

prior to his injury, in a heavy duty job, but was unable

to work shortly thereafter. The claimant had not

findings at all on MRI in 2000, but he had a significant

herniated pulposus on MRI after the injury, which was

consistent with his subjective complaints and the

objective muscle atrophy in his right calf. Dr. Mason

and Dr. Rosenzweig stated that the claimant’s condition

was consistent with the history he provided and that the

accident caused the need for treatment. The claimant’s

medical records show that when the claimant was

specific, he gave the same history of injury. The

claimant’s fear of reprisal for reporting an injury is

consistent with his comments to the nurse that he did

not want time off or to miss work over the injury. There

are no medical records to suggest that the claimant had

a history of low back pain, and there is no evidence

whatsoever that the claimant had any other injury. The

claimant has demonstrated that he sustained a herniated
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nucleus pulposus at L4-5 during a specific incident,

while he was performing employment services, which

required medical treatment and caused disability. I

would award medical benefits in the form of the medical

treatment of record from September 4, 2012 to date, and

in the form of the surgery recommended by Dr. Mason. I

would award temporary total disability benefits for the

period of time in which he was unable to work and within

his healing period, and I note that his healing period

has not yet ended.

Lastly, the employer’s safety bonus is

troubling. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act states

that the employment of any “device, scheme, or artifice”

for the purpose of defeating or wrongfully decreasing

any claim for benefits is a felony offense and imposes

penalties for the obstruction or impediment of the

filing of claims. Ark. Code Ann. Section 11-9-

106(a)(1)(A) and 107(a)(1). A safety bonus tied directly

to the absence of any injuries or claims for injuries is

most assuredly an impediment and obstruction of the

filing of claims and an attempt to defeat or decrease

claims. It is folly to think that zero injuries will

occur in an environment such as the one in which the
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claimant was employed, and therefore, the policy’s only

value is to prevent the filing of claims.

I would award the claimant medical and

indemnity benefits for his compensable back injury. 

For the foregoing reasons, I must dissent from

the majority opinion.

                                   
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


